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Aspects of integrating these tasks
v filling in Wikipedia content gaps within a discipline

• time spent by the instructor in finding relevant page topics for students to work with
• both instructors and students recognizing special constraints on editing biography pages (Wagner et al. 

2016)
• seeking appropriately copyrighted graphics (al. 2022)
• and using the modularity of pages on minority languages.

v building up student research skills

• supporting students in sharing new knowledge
• managing instructor time to track students’ training on the wiki editing tools, which is in addition to 

keeping track of any existing content assignments they do in the class
• finding ways to use the benefits of groupwork to so students can practice library skills training (Stvan 2021)
• and the attention needed to integrate the WikiEdu interface with other online course tools.
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Which pages?
v filling Wikipedia content gaps within a discipline

• time spent by the instructor in finding relevant page topics for students to work with
• both instructors and students recognizing special constraints on editing biography pages (Wagner et al. 2016)
• seeking appropriately copyrighted graphics (Qaiser et al. 2022)
• and using the modularity of pages on minority languages.

v building student research skills

• supporting students in sharing new knowledge
• managing instructor time to track students’ training on the wiki editing tools, which is in addition to keeping 

track of any existing content assignments they do in the class
• finding ways to use the benefits of groupwork to so students can practice library skills training (Stvan 2021)
• and the attention needed to integrate the WikiEdu interface with other online course tools.
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Which skills?
v filling Wikipedia content gaps within a discipline

• time spent by the instructor in finding relevant page topics for students to work with
• both instructors and students recognizing special constraints on editing biography pages (Wagner et al. 2016)
• seeking appropriately copyrighted graphics (Qaiser et al. 2022)
• and using the modularity of pages on minority languages.

v building student research skills

• supporting students in sharing their nascent knowledge
• managing instructor time to track students’ training on the wiki editing tools, which is in addition to keeping 

track of any existing content assignments they do in the class
• incorporating groupwork as students practice library skills training (Stvan 2021)
• maintaining the attention needed to integrate the WikiEdu interface with

other online course tools.
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How many modules?
v filling Wikipedia content gaps within a discipline

• time spent by the instructor in finding relevant page topics for students to work with
• both instructors and students recognizing special constraints on editing biography pages (Wagner et al. 2016)
• seeking appropriately copyrighted graphics (Qaiser et al. 2022)
• and using the modularity of pages on minority languages.

v building student research skills

• supporting students in sharing their nascent knowledge
• managing instructor time to track students’ training on the wiki editing tools, which is in addition to keeping 

track of any existing content assignments they do in the class
• incorporating groupwork as students practice library skills training (Stvan 2021)
• maintaining the attention needed to integrate the WikiEdu interface with

other online course tools.
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Balancing content and wiki skill points
Contributions from the Textbook and Lecture
(total of 105 points)

Points for Each Assignment

Class attendance total 10

Gricean implicature exercise 15

Reference and deixis exercise 20

Direct and indirect speech act exercise 20

Choice of linguistics reflection essay 10

Final Exam 30

Contributions from Wikipedia Editing
(total of 95 points)

Get started on Wikipedia 5

Evaluate Wikipedia 10

Add to an article 10

Draft your article 20

Respond to your peer reviews 10

Group in-class presentations 10

Final article 30

Grand Total for all classwork 200 points
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Simplifying the goals
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No, really--simplify the goals
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Takeaways—using WikiEdu support
• Though it adds one more tech layer for students and instructors to master, WikiEdu’s web interface is rich 

and well supported. Besides training providing modules on how to cite sources, it provides space for 
students to practice their drafting and citation skills together.
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Takeaways—subdividing
• Students don’t have to create a page from scratch. They can work on making a subsection for a page. Or 

can contribute by adding photos or references to scholarly bios in their discipline. i.e., it’s not just full pages 
of prose: there’s a diversify of types of coverage to create. 
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Takeaways—finding insider knowledge
• Students relish finding that page topics reflect wider cultural biases. And that pages all have multiple writers 

and copyeditors. So, seeing a page’s edit history reveals fun secret knowledge.
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Takeaways—assessing the ROI

It does take more time than the usual class prep

• Incorporate any on campus training, including librarian or Wikipedian support
• Start small—independent studies, honor contracts
• Incorporate a TA

It was rewarding for students, for me, and for the discipline 
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